Author Deadlines - Updated

In order to present at the 2007 HPEC Workshop, the HPEC Technical Committee requests that the enclosed materials be submitted according to the following schedule:

1 August 2007
- Presenter’s Name and Brief Bio
  Please email to hpec@ll.mit.edu
- Updated Abstract, including final author list (if necessary)
  Please email to hpec@ll.mit.edu

If the below information and materials are not received by 15 August 2007, the materials will not be included in the 2007 HPEC Workshop Abstract Booklet.

*15 August 2007
- Disclosure Authorization Form
  Please fax to 781-981-6958
- Copyright Release Form
  Please fax to 781-981-6958

30 August 2007
- Final Version of the presentation viewgraphs or poster panels in Microsoft PowerPoint format
  Please email to hpec@ll.mit.edu
- Foreign Visit Authorization Form
  Please fax to 781-981-6718 or 781-981-6958

If the above information and materials are not received by 30 August 2007, the materials will not be presented at the 2007 HPEC Workshop or included in the Proceedings.

- Workshop and Banquet Registration Form
  Please fax to 781-981-6958
- Hotel Reservation Form (optional, based on individual travel arrangements)
  Please fax directly to 781-229-7973

*Due to a new Air Force internal review process, the HPEC Workshop Office must have your Copyright Release and Disclosure Authorization forms by 15 August 2007. Information and materials not received by 15 August can not be included in the 2007 HPEC Workshop Abstract Booklet. However, if the forms are received by 30 August 2007, they will be included in the Workshop Proceedings.